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Partially Balanced Incomplete Block (PBIB) designs
Alpha designs (1978)
Lattice designs (1936) Split-plot designs
Resolvable Incomplete Block designs
Split-block designs
  




Quality Control upon Reception
Shewhart, W. A. (1931)
Six Sigma
  
Meanwhile, in the industry...
Packett-Burman 
designs (1946)
 (Box & Wilson, 1951)
Mixture designs
Tagushi Robust Design 
Strategy (1950’s)
Response Surface Methods 
(Snee & Marquardt, 1976)
  






Cairncross, S. E., & 
Sjostrom, L. B. (1950)
Sensory analysis
  
The classical inference paradigm
● Infer propertes of a populaton, based on the 
observaton of a sam ple of individuals
● Useful when data are   s  c  a  r  c  e
“From the few, thou shall 
conclude about the many”
  












Here comes the Big Data
● Paradigm  inversion on classical inference
● Refne useful inform aton from  huge am ount of data
“From the many, thou shall 
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